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Conversation class - Intermediate
Class theme/topic discussed: Hobbies/clubs
Goal of the class: Review vocabulary about hobbies, talk about what they like doing +
frequency, using the Turf dinner that had just happened.
Structure:
INPUT
To introduce vocabulary related to hobbies, I told the students a story about my hobbies
throughout my life, using slides to illustrate what I was saying.
ACTIVITY 1
- Survey: what do you do in your free time? What kind of activities? Each student has a short
survey and must interview another student to fill it in. For the advanced class, I asked them
not to tell what their hobby was and their partner had to guess based on their answers.
- Each student then briefly presents their partner’s hobby to the rest of the class.
ACTIVITY 2
- Students who have very different kinds of hobbies are paired up. Together, they must
create a club that they would present to the Turf dinner. The club must be a mix of their
two hobbies plus another element that I randomly gave them (tea, pets, knitting…). They
need to fill in a chart with information about the club and prepare a presentation for the
Turf dinner.
- Fake Turf dinner: in turn, each pair presents their club to the rest of the class. The other
students must find, in pairs, at least one question to ask to each group (asking for more
details, for clarifications etc)

Resources used:
Powerpoint presentation
Table for the survey/for the creation of the club
Reflection:
For an intermediate class, there needs to be more input to make sure that they have enough
vocab. The questions at the end of the presentations sparked really fun and imaginative
conversations in both groups so I think I would insist on that part and encourage each student
to come up with a question.
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Sondage: que fais-tu pendant ton temps libre?
Non

Oui

Explication/détails

Est-ce que tu
bouges?

Est-ce que tu fais
du bruit?

Est-ce que tu fais
ça seul.e?

Est-ce que tu fais
ça plus d’une fois
par semaine?

Est-ce que tu as
besoin d’un
équipement
spécial?

Questions
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Création d’un club
Nom
Adresse email
Description du club

Objectifs

Pre-requis

Lieu et jours de
rencontre
Projets
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